
B A S S B E R RY + S I M S." 

VIA E-MAIL 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
Di vision of Corporation Finanue 
Office of Chief Counsel 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549 

Eric J. Knox 
cknox@bassbcrry.com 

(615) 7~2-7807 

January 15, 2020 

Re: CoreCivic, Inc. Notice of Withdrcrwalfor Shareholder Proposal of Alex Friedmann in 
Accordance with Securities Exchange Act of 1934-Rule 14a-8 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Inn letter dated Janunry 13, 2020, we requested that the staff of the Division ofCoq1oration Finance concur 
that our client, CoreCivic, Inc. (the "Company"), could exclude from its proxy statement and form of proxy 
for its 2020 Annual Meeting of Shareholders a shareholder proposal (the "Proposaf') and statements in 
support thereofreceived from Alex Friedmann (the "Proponent"). 

Enclosed as Exhibit A is confirmation, dated January 15, 2020, that the Proponent has withdrawn the 
Proposal. In reliance on this communication, we hereby withdraw the January 13, 2020 no-action request. 
Accordingly, the Company will not include the Proposal in its proxy statement and fonn of proxy for its 
2020 Annual Meeting of Shareholders. 

We would be happy to provide you with any additional information and answer any questions that you may 
have regarding this subject. Correspondence regarding this letter should be sent to elmox@bassberry.com. 
If we can be of any fmther assistance in this matter, please do not hesitate to call Eric J. Knox at 615-7 42-
7807. 

Enclosures 

cc: Cole Carter, CoreCivic, Inc., General Counsel 
Jeffrey Lowenthal, Stroock & Stroock & Lavan LLP 



Exhibit A 

(See attached Notice of Withdrawal) 



January 15, 2020 

CoreCivic; Inc. 
Attn.; Secretary 
5501 Virginia Way, Suite 110 
I3rentwood,TN 37027 

Re: \Vithdrawal of Sllar~.lu,>lder Proposal for 2020 Pt·oxy Sl~lc~ncn{ 

Dear Secretary: 

This vvill confirm that I am withdrawfog the shareholder proposal lhall previously submitted on 
DecemberA, 2019 for inclusion in the proxy slatemenl for the 2020 annual meeting of 
CoreCivic, Inf. 

Alex Friedmann 



VTA E-MAIL 

BASS BERRY S I MS 

EricJ. Knox 
eknox@bassberry.cu111 

(6 15) 742-7807 

Januaiy 13, 2020 

U.S. Securities and Ex1.:hange Commission 
Division of Corporation Finance 
Offil:e of Chief Counsel 
100 .F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549 

Re: CoreCivic, Inc. Shareholder Proposal of Alex Friedmann in Accordance with Securities 
Exchange Act of 1934-Rule 14a-8 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen: 

This letter is to inform you that our client, CoreCivic, Inc. (the "Company"), intends to omit from its proxy 
statement and form of proxy for its 2020 Annual Meeting of Stockholders ( collectively, the "2020 Proxy 
Materials") a shareholder proposal (the "Proposal") and statements in suppo1t thereof received from Alex 
Friedmann (the "Proponent") . Pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i) promulgated under the Securities Exchange Act 
of 1934, as amended (the "Exchange Act"), we are writing on behalf of the Company to request that the 
Staff of the Division of Corporation Finance (the "Staff') of the Securities and Exchange Commission (the 
"Commission") concur with the Company's view that, for the reasons stated below, it may exclude the 
Proposal from the 2020 Proxy Materials to be distributed by the Company in connection with its 2020 
Annual Meeting of Stockholders. 

In accordance with Section C of Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14D (Nov. 7, 2008) ("SLB 14D"), we are emailing 
this letter and its attachments to the Staff at shareholderproposals@sec.gov. 

Pursuant to Rule l 4a-8(i), we have: 

• filed this letter with the Commission no later than eighty (80) calendar days before the 
Company intends to file its definitive 2020 Proxy Materials with the Commission; and 

• concurrently sent a copy of this correspondence to the Proponent. 

Rule 14a-8(k) and SLB 14D provide that shareholder proponents are required to send companies a copy of 
any correspondence that the proponents elect to submit to the Commission or the Staff. Accordingly, we 
are taking this opp01tunity to remind the Proponent that if the Proponent elects to submit additional 
c01Tespondence to the Commission or the Staff with respect to this Proposal, a copy of that correspondence 
should be furnished concurrently to the Company pursuant to Rule 14a-8(k) and SLB 14D. 

150 Third Avenue South , Suite 2800 
Nashville, TN 37201 

ba ssberry .com 

*** FISMA & OMB Memorandum M-07-16
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THE PJ{UPOSAL 

The Proposal states: 

RESOLVED: Stockholders of the C:om rany (CoreCi vic) re4 uest that beginning in 2020., the Board 
of Directors provide an annual written report to shareholders that includes at a minimum the 
following information, to the extent permitted by applicable laws and regulations in the jurisdiction 
where each death occurred: 

1. The, number of prisom!rs/detainees who ilied while housed at or assigned to the r-ompany•~ 
facilities during the previous calendar year; 

2. The name of each of the prisoners/detainees described in section 1, above; 

3. The date of death for each of the prisoners/detainees described in section 1, above; 

4. The name of the facility where each death of the prisoners/detainees described in section 1, 
above, occurred; 

5. When known to the Company, the cause of death for each of the prisoners/detainees 
described in section 1, above; and 

6. What actions the Company has taken or plans to take to reduce the number of deaths in its 
facilities. 

The annual reports described above shall be posted on the Company's website to reduce costs to 
shareholders. 

The supporting statement accompanying the Proposal consists of nine paragraphs, which, among other 
things, highlights the Proponent's concern for detainee/inmate health, safety and security, and presents some 
information regarding prior detainee/inmate deaths at Company facilities . 

A copy of the Proposal and supporting statement is attached to this letter as Exhibit A. 
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BASES FOR EXCLUSION 

I. The Proposal may be Excluded Under Rule 14a-8(i)(6) Because the Company Lacks the Power 
or Authority to Implement the Proposal as Presented 

Rule 14a-8(i)(6) allows a company to exclude a shareholder proposal from its proxy materials if the 
company "lack[ s] the power or authority to implement the proposal." In Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14B (Sept. 
15, 2005) ("SLB 14B"), the Staff stated that proposals which resulted in a company breaching its existing 
contractual obligations could be excluded under Rule l 4a-8(i)(6) "because implementing the proposal . .. 
would not be within the power or authority of the company to implement. 11 The Staff has reinforced this 
position by consistently ruling that shareholder proposals should be excluded when, if implemented, would 
result in a company breaching its existing contractual obligations. See e.g., Bank of America Corporation 
(Feb. 26, 2008) (shareholder proposal requiring the company tu disclose information which was covered 
under the confidentiality/non-disclosure provision of a contract with the company's consultant was properly 
excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(6) because the company lacked the authority to implement the proposal); 
Cigna Corp. (Jan. 24, 2017) (shareholder proposal requiring company to amend its bylaws in a manner that 
would cause it to breach a contractual obligation was properly excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(6)); Comcast 
Corporation (Mar. 17, 2010) (shareholder proposal that Jirected the company to adopt a policy requiring 
executives to maintain shares acquired through an equity compensation program was excluded under Rule 
14a-8(i)(6) because the proposal conflicted with existing contracts with company executives); Monsanto 
Company (Nov. 29, 2017) (shareholder proposal excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(6) because its 
implementation would require a breach of the company's current merger agreement, and the company had 
no reason to believe the other party would consent to the action necessary for implementation); and Twenty
First Century Fox, Inc. (Aug. 27, 2018) (shareholder proposal excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(6) because its 
implementation would be a breach of a current contract, and the company had no reason to believe the other 
party to the contract would consent to the action necessary to implement the proposal). 

Additionally, in Exchange Act Release No. 34-40019 (May 21 , 1998), the Commission took the position 
that, under Rule 14a-8(i)(6), "exclusion may be justified where implementing the proposal would require 
intervening actions by independent third parties," in contrast to a proposal that "merely requires the 
company to ask for cooperation from a third party," which would not be excludable under Rule14a-8(i)(6). 
Accordingly, a proposal may be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(6) if its implementation would give rise to a 
third party consent right, or would require an amendment to an existing contractual obligation that could 
not be unilaterally amended. eBay Inc. (Mar. 26, 2008). In eBay Inc., a shareholder proposal directed the 
company to adopt a policy of not selling dogs or cats on an affiliated Chinese website, which was owned 
by a joint venture to which the company was a minority patiy. The eBay Inc. proposal was excluded because 
the company could not implement the proposal without the consent of the majority partner pursuant to the 
joint venture agreement. Similarly, the proposal in Twenty-First Century Fox, Inc. was excluded because 
the company could not implement the proposal without consent from the other patiy to its pending merger 
agreement, and the company had no reason to believe the other pa1iy would consent to the action necessary 
to implement the proposal. 

The Proposal requires the Company to disclose detailed information related to detainee/inmate deaths 
occurring at Company facilities. Specifically, the Proposal mandates that the Company provide an annual 
report that includes, at a minimum: (1) the number of detainee/inmate deaths occurring at Company 
facilities during the calendar year; (2) the name of each person identified in (1); (3) the date of death for 
each person identified in (1); (4) the name of the facility where each death described in (1) occurred; (5) 
when known to the Company, the cause of death for each person identified in (1); and (6) what actions the 
Company has taken or plans to take to reduce the number of deaths in its facilities. The Company has a 
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number of contracts with various governmental entities that would require amendment or consent to comply 
with the disclosure sought by the Proposal. A number of the Company's contracts with its governmental 
partners contain confidentiality/non-disclosure provisions that prohibit the Company from disclosing 
information relating to detainee/inmate identification. Additionally, the information required by (6) relates 
to highly sensitive matters of safety and security, and disclosure of such information is prohibited in a 
number of the Company's contracts with its governmental partners. The Company's contracts with its 
governmental paitners generally do not provide the Company with the authority to effectuate a unilateral 
amendment. As a result of the general restriction on the Company's authority to unilaterally amend the 
Company's existing contracts with its governmental paitners, action by a third party would he required for 
the Company to implement the Proposal without breaching its existing contractual obligations. The 
Company has no reason to believe that its governmental partners would consent to the modification required 
for compliance with the detailed report sought by the Proponent. 

In the Proposal's supporting statement, the Proponent reasons that because "the Compai1y has posted 
information on its website about one prisoner's death, including name, location and details regarding the 
cause of death," the Company must therefore have the ability to release such information for other 
detainees/inmates at the Company's facilities . However, the Company was permitted to make the disclosure 
referenced in the Proposal's supporting statement only after extensive discussions with the United States 
Department of Homeland Security and Immigration and Customs Enforcement ("ICE") , and the affirmative 
consent by ICE to the disclosure of the contractually protected information. In the situation cited by the 
Proponent, the Company sought, and ICE provided, the consent in order to address numerous distorted and 
misleading media reports surrounding this pa1ticular detainee's death. The Company cannot compel any of 
its governmental paitners to consent to such disclosure or otherwise compel a contractual amendment to 
allow for such disclosure. Moreover, the Company has no reason to believe that ICE, or any other of the 
Company's governmental partners, would consent to such disclosure or otherwise agree to a contractual 
amendment to permit such disclosure in the future . Accordingly, the Company does not have the authority 
to unilaterally make the disclosures required by the Proposal. 

The Proposal is similar to the proposal in Bank of America Corporation in that it seeks disclosure of 
information that is protected by confidentiality/non-disclosure provisions. In Bank of America Corporation, 
no-action relief was granted because implementation of the proposal would have caused the company to 
breach one of its contracts . Implementation of the Proposal would cause the Company to breach a number 
of its contracts with its governmental paitners because the Proposal would require the Company to disclose 
information protected by an obligation of confidentiality/non-disclosure under the applicable agreements. 
Moreover, the Company cannot compel its governmental paitners to consent to the disclosure of any 
confidential information, or to amend any existing contracts to pe1mit the requested disclosure. 

The Proposal should be excluded from the 2020 Proxy Materials under Rule 14a-8(i)(6) because 
implementing the Proposal would (i) give rise to a third patty consent right or would otherwise require an 
amendment to an existing contractual obligation, and therefore cannot be implemented without the action 
of independent third paities beyond the control of the Company and (ii) cause the Company to breach its 
current contractual obligations absent the actions by independent third paities described in (i) to this 
paragraph. 
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II. The Proposal may be Excluded Under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) Because the Proposal Involves Matters 
Relating to the Company's Ordinary Business Operations 

A. Background on the Ordinwy Business Standard Under H..u!e l 4u-l:J(V(~) 

Pursuant to Rule I 4a-8(i)(7), a shareholder proposal may be excluded if it "deals with a matter relating to 
the company's ordinary business operations ." According to the Commission's release accompanying the 
1998 amen<lmtmts lo Rule 14a-8, lhe lem1 "ordinary business" "rd't:rs lo mallers lhal are nol necessarily 
'ordinary' in the common meaning of the word," but instead the term "is rooted in the corporate law concept 
providing management with flexibility in directing ce1tain core malters involving lhc uornpany's business 
and operations." Exchange Act Release No. 40018 (May 21, 1998) (the "1998 Release"). 

In the 1998 Release, the Commission stated that the underlying policy of the ordinary business exclusion 
is "to confine the resolution of ordinary business problems to management and the board of directors, since 
it is impracticable for shareholders to decide how to solve such problems at an annual shareholders 
meeting," and identified two central considerations that underlie this policy. The first is that " [ c ]c1tain tasks 
are so fondamental to management's ability to run a company on a day-to-day basis that they could not, as 
a practical matter, be subject to direct shareholder oversight." 

The mere fact that a proposal touches upon a significant policy issue is not alone sufficient to avoid the 
application of Rule 14a-8(i)(7) when a proposal implicates ordinary business matters. Although the 
Commission has stated that "proposals relating to such r ordina1y business] matters but focusing on 
sufficiently significant social policy issues .. . generally would not be considered to be excludable," the Staff 
has expressed the view that proposals relating to both ordinmy business matters and significant social policy 
issues may be excluded in their entirety in reliance on Rule 14a-8(i)(7). 1998 Release. The Staff recently 
updated its views on Rule 14a-8(i)(7) in Staff Legal Bulletin No. 141 (Nov. 1, 2017) ("SLB 14I''). Now, a 
proposal that raises ordinmy business operations matters may be excluded, unless such proposal focuses on 
policy issues that are sufficiently significant because they transcend ordinary business and would be 
appropriate for a shm·eholder vote. The Stafffmther stated in SLB 141 that "[w]hcthcr the significant policy 
exception applies depends, in part, on the connection between the significant policy issue and the company's 
business operations" and that a company's board of directors "is well situated to analyze, detennine and 
explain whether a pmticular issue is sufficiently significant because the matter transcends ordinary business 
and would be appropriate for a shareholder vote." Moreover, the Staff recently stated, in Staff Legal Bulletin 
No. 14K (Oct. 16, 2019) ("SLB 14/C'), that "[the Staff] believe[s] the focus of an argument for exclusion 
under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) should be on whether the proposal deals with a matter relating to that company's 
ordinary business operations or raises a policy issue that transcends that company's ordinmy business 
operations" (emphasis added). When assessing proposals under Rule 14a-8(i)(7), the Staff considers the 
terms of the resolution and its supp01ting statement as a whole. See Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14C ("SLB 
UC") (June 28, 2005). 

The second consideration identified in the 1998 Release is related to "the degree to which the proposal 
seeks to 'micro-manage' the company by probing too deeply into matters of a complex nature upon which 
shareholders, as a group, would not be in a position to make an informed judgment." 1998 Release (citing 
Exchange Act Release No. 12999 (Nov. 22, 1976)). "This prong of the Rule 14a-8(i)(7) analysis rests on 
an evaluation of the manner in which a proposal seeks to address the subject matter raised, rather than the 
subject matter itself." SLB 14K. In determining whether a particular proposal micromanages a company, 
the Staff analyzes whether the "proposal seeks intricate detail or imposes a specific strategy, method, action, 
outcome or timeline for addressing an issue, thereby supplanting the judgment of management and the 
board." Id. When a proposal mandates specific timeframes, actions or methods for implementing the action 
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requested by the proposal, "thereby potentially limiting the judgment and discretion of the board and 
management, the proposal may be viewed as micromanaging the company." Id. 

The Staff explained in Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14J (Oct. 23, 2018): 

This framework also applies to proposals that call for a study or report. For example, a proposal 
that seeks an intricately detailed study or report may be excluded on micromanagement grounds. 
In addition, the Staff would, consistent with Commission guidance, consider the underlying 
substance of the matters addressed by the study or rcpo1t. Thus, for example, a proposal culling for 
a report may be excludable if the substance of the report relates to the imposition or assumption of 
specific timeframes or methods for implementing complex policies. 

B. The Proposal may be Excluded in Reliance on Rule J 4a-8(i)(7) Because it Seeks to Micromanage 
the Company 

The Staff has repeatedly allowed for the exclusion of proposals where the proposal seeks to micromanage 
the company by specifying the manner in which the company should address the proposal. See e.g., EOG 
Resources, Inc. (Feb. 26, 2018) (:;harcholdcr proposal that asked the energy company to adopt company
wide, quantitative, time-bound targets for reducing greenhouse gasses was considered "micromanaging" 
the company because of the proposal's pre:;criptive requirements to implement the proposal); Marriott 
International Inc. (Mar. 17, 2010) (allowing exclusion of a proposal limiting showerhead flow to no more 
than 1.6 gallons per minute and requiring mechanical switches to control the level of water flow); and 
Apple, Inc. (Dec. 5, 2016) (allowing exclusion of a proposal requiring the company to reach a net-zero 
greenhouse gas emissions status by 2030 for all aspects of its business, including major suppliers). 

In Amazon.com, Inc . (Apr. 3, 2019) ("Amazon"), a shareholder submitted a proposal that asked the company 
to produce a report covering at least three food products it sells that present a high risk of adverse human 
rights impacts, and that each repoti should "specify the standards used, identify and assess actual and 
potential adverse impacts associated with the product and describe how the findings will be integrated in 
order to prevent and/or remedy impacts." The Staff concurred in the company's view that the proposal could 
be excluded under the micromanagement prong because it sought to impose a paiiicular method for 
implementation of human rights policies into the company's supply chain, and prescribed how the company 
rep01ied on and addressed its findings. In SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc. (Mar. 30, 2017), no-action relief 
was granted for a shareholder proposal that sought to replace the captive orcas on display at the company's 
parks with virtual, non-animal related exhibits. Despite the social issue of the treatment of captive animals, 
the Staff granted no-action relief and allowed the proposal to be excluded because it sought to 
"micromanage the company by probing too deeply into matters of a complex nature upon which 
shareholders, as a group, would not be in a position to make an informed judgment." Specifically, the 
SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc. proposal micromanaged the company because its prescriptive requirements 
(i.e., cease displaying live orcas and replace the exhibits with non-live attractions) supplanted management's 
judgment and left them without sufficient flexibility or discretion in implementing the proposal. Last year, 
the Staff allowed the Company to exclude the Proponent's proposal under the micromanagement framework 
because it sought to have a specific policy in place before the end of 2019 that would have dictated the 
terms of services to be provided by the Company and specified the manner in which the Company could 
implement certain aspects of the policy requested by the proposal. CoreCivic, Inc. (Mar. 15, 2019). 

Similarly, in JPMorgan Chase & Co. (Mar. 30, 2018) ("JPM'), a shareholder proposal that would have 
required the company to produce a repoti on the reputational, financial and climate risks associated with 
doing business with other entities engaged in tar sands production and transpo1iation was excluded under 
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Rule 14a-8(i)(7) because it sought to "impose specific methods for implementing complex policies." The 
JP J..1 proposal stated that the repo1t should include assessments of: 

Shurl- awl medium-term risk of po1tfolio devaluation due to stranding of high cost tar sand assets . 

Whether JPM's tar sands financing is consistent with the Paris Agreement's goal of limiting global 
temperature increase to "well below 2 degrees Celsius" . 

How tar sands financing aligns with our company's support for Indigenous People's rights. 

Reducing risk hy establishing a specific policy, similar to that of other banks, restricting financing 
for tar sands projects and companies. 

By <lelineating exactly what should be included in the rep01t, The JP M proposal was properly excluded 
because it prescribed specific actions that the company must undertake without affording the company 
sufficient flexibility or discretion in addressing the matter presented by the proposal. 

The Company's core business is providing a broad range of solutions to government pa1tners that better the 
public good through corrections and detention operations and management. As such, the Company's 
management decisions regarding whid1 governmental entities with whom to contract and the terms of 
services to be provided under any such contract is an essential management function that is paramount to 
the Company's ability to run its business. The Company's Board of Directors (the "Board") and 
management expend significant resources determining which governmental contracts are compatible with 
the Company's mission and strategic vision. The Company's policies and procedures for providing services 
to governmental entities are routinely discussed at the management and Board level. A multitude of 
economic, social, logistical, environmental and political factors are considered and balanced when 
evaluating the Company's business opportunities. As discussed above, a number of the Company's contracts 
with its governmental partners contain confidentiality/non-disclosure provisions that prohibit the disclosure 
of the information required by the Proposal. Failure to abide by these provisions would cause the Company 
to breach its contracts that contain applicable confidentiality/non-disclosure provisions. Fmther, the 
Company believes that it would be unable to renew existing contracts or enter into new contracts with 
governmental entities if it were required to disclose the information sought by the Proposal. Moreover, the 
Proposal seeks the required disclosure of highly confidential inf01mation related to safety and security 
procedures that the Company has taken or plans to take. The analysis of what safety and security measures 
the Company employs is critical to the safety of everyone at the Company's facilities. The disclosure of 
such safety information would not only cause the Company to breach a number of its contracts, but it would 
undermine the significant safety and security eff01ts taken by the Company. The Proposal is prescriptive 
and would constrain the Company's ability to negotiate the terms of services to be provided to governmental 
entities. These negotiations and decisions to contract with a governmental entity, as well as decisions 
regarding detainee/inmate health, safety and security, make up the core of the Company's ordinary business 
matters and are not appropriate for shareholder oversight because they require a deep understanding of the 
Company's operations, and shareholders lack the inf01mation necessary to make informed decisions on the 
matter. 

Similar to Amazon and JP M, the Proposal requests a repmt related to the Company's ordinary business, and 
prescribes how the repo1t should be prepared. The Proposal and the proposals in Amazon and JPM all (i) 
prescribe the topic covered by the repmt (the Proposal's topic is detainee/inmate health, safety and security, 
Amazon's topic was human rights impacts in the supply chain, and JP M's topic was the risks associated 
with doing business with companies dealing in tar sands); (ii) dictate with detail the contents of the repo1t 

r--
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requested (see page 2 for the text of the Proposal, including the minimum content the Proposal would 
require in each rep01t, and see pages 6-8 for the details required by Amazon and JP M); and (iii) require the 
companies to disclose actionable plans in relation to the contents of the rep01t (the Proposal requires the 
Company to disclose actions it has taken or plans to take to reduce detainee/inmate deaths, Amazon required 
the company to "identify and assess actual and potential adverse impacts associated with the product and 
describe how the findings will be integrated in order to prevent and/or remedy impacts," and JP M required 
the company to assess the impacts of establishing a policy that restricts financing for tar sands projects). 
The Proposal, similar to the proposals in Amazon and JPM, seeks intricate detail , and imposes a specific 
strategy, method, action , outcome and timeline for addressing the issue underlying the Proposal , thereby 
supplanting the judgment of management and the board. Therefore, like Amazon and JP M, the Proposal 
should be excluded from the 2020 Proxy Materials because it micromanages the Company. 

As in SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc., CoreCivic, Inc. and JPl\1, the Proposal impermissibly seeks to 
micromanage the Company's detention services provided to the Company's governmental partners. Similar 
to the decision in SeaWorld Entertainment, Inc. regarding which services the company should provide, 
decisions regarding which governmental entities with whom to contract and the terms of such contracts 
requires extensive knowledge of the Company's operations and strategic goals, as well as an expansive 
understanding of evolving regulatory and political factors . The Proposal would drastically affect how the 
Company evaluates its opp01tunities to procure governmental contracts, and would restrict the services 
provided by the Company to a number of its existing governmental paitners, because it seeks to 
categorically exclude the Company's ability to contract with governmental entities that prohibit the 
disclosure of the information sought by the Proposal. Further, the Proposal attempts to micromanage the 
Company by specifying how the Proposal would be implemented if adopted. Specifically, the Proposal 
requests a report on detainee/inmate health, safety and security, and prescribes the exact minimum contents 
of the report, the deadline for the Company to produce the report, and how often the Company must produce 
subsequent reports . Because the Proposal seeks to require the Company to produce a specific report, the 
contents of which directly impact day-to-day management decisions, and because the Proposal specifies 
with exact detail the manner in which the Company should produce the report, the Company believes that 
the Proposal seeks to micromanage the Company by probing too deeply into matters of a complex nature 
upon which shareholders, as a group, would not be in a position to make an inf01medjudgement. Therefore, 
the Proposal should be excluded from the 2020 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(7) as it seeks to 
micromanage the Company. 

C. The Proposal may be Excluded Because it Relates to Ordinary Business Matters 

I . The Company's Determinations Regarding Whom to Contract with and the Manner in 
Which Services are Provided under such Contracts, as well as Detainee/Inmate Health, 
Safety and Security are Ordinary Business Matters 

The Proposal may be properly excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) because the Staff has repeatedly held that a 
proposal regarding a company's decision to offer a paiticular service to its clients and the manner in which 
the company provides said services are the exact type of fundamental, day-to-day operational decisions 
meant to be covered by the ordinary business operations exception. See e.g., JPM; McKesson Corporation 
(June 1, 2017) (proposal asking the company to issue a rep01t describing the "systems it implements on 
behalf of manufacturers to prevent the diversion of restricted medicines to prisons for use in executions; its 
process for monitoring and auditing these systems to check for and safeguard against failure; and how it 
rep01ts back to manufacturers on the way these systems are functioning" was excludable under Rule 14a-
8(i)(7) because it was related to the company's provision of services (i .e. , delivery of drugs)); H&R Block, 
Inc. (Aug. 1, 2006) (proposal asking for company to adopt a policy on issuing a paiticular type of loan 
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properly excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) because the decision to offer a patiicular service and the manner 
in which the company offers such services are ordinaty business matters); aml TJX r:nmprmies, Tnr:. (Apr. 
16, 2018) (proposal asking the company to ban the sale of fur products in its store was properly excluded 
because the decision on which goods and services to provide is an ordinary business matter). 

Consistent with the examples above, the Proposal relates directly to the ordinaty business matters of 
determining the manner in which the Company provides services and should therefore be excluded under 
Rule 14a-8(i)(7). The Proposal relates to the Company's provision of services because it prescribes actions 
the Company must take related to the corrections and detention services it provides to its governmental 
patiners. In McKesson Corporation, the proposal was excluded because the report requested related to the 
manner in which the company conducted its drug delivety operations, and such matters are "fundamental 
to [McKesson's] ability to run its business on a day-to-day basis and cannot practically be subject to 
stockholder oversight." Similarly, the Proposal calls for a report that relates to the manner in which the 
Company provides services to its governmental patiners, and because such matters are not proper for 
shareholder oversight, the Proposal should be excluded pursuant to Rule 14a-8(i)(7). 

The Proposal should also be excluded because it effectively dictates whom the Company may maintain 
customer relationships with. Established no-action precedent provides that proposals attempting to dictate 
whom a company may maintain customer relationships with are excludable as ordinaty business matters 
under Rule 14a-8(i)(7). See e.g., JPMorgan Chase & Co. (Mar. 12, 2010) (proposal seeking to bar the 
company from doing business with companies engaged in mountain-top removal mining was excluded 
because decisions regarding whom to conduct business with are ordinaty business matters); and Wells 
Fargo & Company (Feb. 16, 2006) (proposal attempting to ban the company from lending to institutions 
that engaged in payday lending was excluded for the same reason as JPMorgan Chase & Co. (Mar. 12, 
2010)) . The Company's partners are governmental entities at the local, state and federal level. A number of 
the Company's contracts with these governmental entities contain confidentiality/non-disclosure 
provisions. If the Company were to adopt the Proposal, it would no longer have the flexibility and freedom 
to perform under its existing contracts containing such provisions, or to enter into new contracts with such 
provisions. This constraint limits the scope of entities the Company may conduct business with, and 
proposals attempting to prescribe whom a company may contract with are consistently excluded under Rule 
14a-8(i)(7). See e.g., JPMorgan Chase & Co. (Mar. 12, 2010); and Wells Fargo & Company (Feb. 16, 
2006). 

Additionally, the Proposal is excludable under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) because its relates to the Company's safety 
and security measures employed at its facilities. Shareholder proposals that seek information regarding a 
company's safety and security measures are consistently excluded under the ordinaty business framework. 
See e.g., Union Pacific Corporation (Feb. 25, 2008) (shareholder proposal asking the company to provide 
a rep01i on its eff01is to guard against terrorist attacks and/or other homeland security incidents was 
excluded under the ordinaty business framework because safely operating trains was squarely within the 
company's ordinary business); AMR. Corp. (Apr. 2, 1987) (shareholder proposal requesting that the board 
of directors review and issue a rep01i regarding the safety of the company's airline operations was 
excludable as a matter relating to ordinary business operations); UAL Corp. (Jan. 28, 1998) (shareholder 
proposal requesting that the company prepare a repoti evaluating the air traffic control system, including 
plans to correct deficiencies in the system, was excludable because safety was within the ordinaty business 
of the company). The Proposal requires a report that discloses information related to detainee/inmate health 
and safety and related security measures the Company employs or plans to employ. The health, safety and 
security of all persons at Company facilities is inextricably related to the Company's ordina1y business. The 
Company expends significant resources to provide for the safety and well-being of those entrusted into its 
care. Moreover, the disclosure of security measures the Company has taken or will take undermines its 
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safety efforts. Like Union Pacific Corporation, where no-action relief was granted because the safety and 
security of the company's employees, trains and cargo entrusted into the company's care was an ordinary 
business matter of the company, the Proposal should be excluded from the 2020 Proxy Materials pursuant 
to .Kule 14a-8(i)(7) because the safety, health and security of those entrusted into the Company's care and 
its employees is an ordinary business matter. 

The fundamental business decision to negotiate and enter into governmental contracts , as well as the 
subsequent performance under such binding agreements are well within the range of day-to-day business 
operations of the Company. Additionally, day-to-day operational decision-making involves the evaluation 
of the health, safety and security of all persons at Company facilities. These decisions, as described 
throughout this letter, are ordinary business decisions and are appropriate for determination by management 
and the Board. Therefore, the Proposal should be excluded from the 2020 Proxy Materials pursuant to Rule 
14a-8(i)(7). · 

2. The Proposal Does not Focus Solely on a Significant Policy Issue; It Focuses, at Least in 
Part, on Ordinary Business Matters 

If a proposal touches upon a policy issue that is so significant that the matter transcends ordinary business 
and is appropriate for a shareholder vote, the proposal can nonetheless be properly excluded under Rule 
14a-8(i)(7) if the proposal does not focus solely on a significant policy issue or if it addresses, even in part, 
matters of ordinary business in addition to a significant policy issue. See e.g., JP M ( even if the topic of tar 
sands production were so important that it transcends ordinary business, the proposal would be excluded 
because it touches on the ordinary business matter of generating loans); McKesson C01poration. (June 1, 
2017) (proposal seeking a repo11 on the company's process to safeguard against improper distribution of 
restricted medicines was properly excluded despite the transcending nature of the issue because it related 
to the company's sale and distribution of products); Amazon.com, Inc. (Mar. 27, 2015) (proposal asking the 
company to disclose the reputational risk of supplying inhumane animal products was excluded because it 
related to "the products and services offered for sale by the company"); and Dominion Resources, Inc. (Feb. 
14, 2014) ( excluding proposal relating to the use of alternative energy sources because the company's choice 
of technology is an ordinary business operation). 

Although the Board does not believe that the Proposal involves a policy that transcends the Company's 
ordina1y business, assuming arguendo that it does, the Proposal should be excluded under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) 
because it does not focus solely on the underlying social issue and instead focuses, at least in part, on 
ordinaiy business matters of the Company. As stated throughout this letter, the Company takes the position 
that the Proposal relates to the ordinaiy business decisions of determining whom to provide services to, the 
manner in which such services are provided, and the health, safety and security of those entrusted into the 
Company's care and its employees. Therefore, even if the Staff disagrees with the Company and finds that 
the Proposal transcends the Company's ordina1y business, the Proposal should nonetheless be excluded 
under Rule 14a-8(i)(7) because it does not exclusively relate to the policy issue. 

D. Any Policy Issue Raised by the Proposal Does not Transcend the Company's Ordinary Business 
Operations 

In accordance with the established precedent discussed above, the Company believes that the Proposal 
deals, at least in pai1, with matters relating to its ordinaiy business operations. If the Staff were to disagree 
with the Company's belief, the Company still takes the position, after careful consideration by the Board, 
that the Proposal may be excluded because any policy issue raised by the Proposal does not transcend the 
Company's ordinary business matters and would not be appropriate for a shareholder vote. 

l 
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In SLB 141, the Staff stated that a board of directors, acting pursuant to its fiducia1y duties and with the 
knowledge of the company's business and the implications for a particular proposal on that company's 
business, is well situated to "analyze, determine and explain whether a particular issue is sufficiently 
significant [to the company] because the matter transcends ordina1y business and would be appropriate for 
a shareholder vote." In Staff Legal Bulletin No. 14H (Oct. 22, 2015) ("SLR 14H'), the Staff noted that "to 
transcend a company's ordinary business, the significant policy issue must be 'divorced from how a 
company approaches the nilly-gritty of its core business."' Additionally, "the staff takes a company-specific 
approach in evaluating significance, rather than recognizing particular issues or categories of issues as 
univcrsn.lly 'significnnt.' Accordingly, n policy issue thnt is significnnt to one compnny may not be 
significant to another." SLB 14K. SLB 14C states that "[i]n determining whether the focus of these 
proposals is a significant social policy issue, we consider both the proposal and the supporting statement as 
a whole." 

In reading the Proposal and the supporting statt:rmml, it is t:vident that lht: pufa;y undt:rlying the Proposal 
is the health, safety and security uf detaii1ees/i11mates iu "Guth puuliL: aud privatdy-uperated deteutiun 
facilities." Although the Board agrees that the health, safety and security of those entrusted into the 
Company's care is an issue of the utmost imp011ance, the Doard believes, after careful consideration, that 
the policy does not transcend the Company's business because the health, safety and security of the 
detainees/inmates in the Company's care is the Company's business. 

In EOG Resources, Inc., a shareholder proposal that sought to require the energy company to adopt new 
environmental sustainability policies did not transcend the company's ordinaiy business because the 
company was constantly evaluating how energy use and sustainability impacted its business. Specifically, 
energy efficiency had an impact on the compa11y't; uullum line, the L:umpany had an entJrgy policy, and 
considered current and evolving energy policies when making business decisions. In JPM, a shareholder 
proposal that asked for the company to cease giving loans to customers that did not have a pmiicular policy 
regarding tar sands did not transcend the company's business. Them, the Staff deferred to the board's 
conclusion that the proposal did not transcend the company's business because the board's decision was 
based on the manner in which the policy would impact the company's day-to-day operations, the proposal's 
implications to the company, the company's existing policies and procedures regarding the proposal, 
investor feedback regarding the proposal, and the fact that the company regularly evaluates how social 
polices impact its business. 

Similar to EOG Resources, Inc., the Company is constantly evaluating its policies and procedures to provide 
a safe environment for the detainees/inmates entrusted into its care. The Board noted that the Company 
operates in a highly regulated industly, and is often audited and inspected by internal and external parties. 
For example, the Company is regularly inspected by the American Correctional Association ("ACA"), an 
independent organization comprised of corrections professionals that establishes accreditation standards for 
correctional and detention institutions. Outside agency standards, such as those established by the ACA, 
provide the Company with the industty's most widely accepted operational guidelines. The Board noted 
that the Company sought and received ACA accreditation for approximately 93% of the eligible facilities 
it operated as of December 31, 2019. Beyond the standards provided by the ACA, Company facilities are 
operated in accordance with a variety of Company and facility-specific policies and procedures, as well as 
various contractual requirements. The Company is also subject to annual audits by its Quality Assurance 
Division ("QAD"), which employs a team of full-time auditors, who are subject matter expe11s from all 
major disciplines within institutional operations. Annually, without advance notice, QAD auditors conduct 
on-site evaluations of each CoreCivic Safety facility the Company operates using specialized audit tools, 
typically containing more than 1,000 audit indicators across all major operational areas. A number of the 
Company's contracts with its governmental pai1ners contain requirements pe11aining to detainee/inmate 
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health and safety, and a number of the Company's governmental partners conduct fonnal contract
compliance audits and inspections at least annually. In light of the stringent internal and external guidelines 
imposed upon the Company, the Board concluded that implementing the Proposal would not have a 
significant positive impact on detainee/inmate health, safety and security. 

Similar to the board analysis in JPM, the Board unde1iook c1 thorough c1nalysis of the Proposal , which 
included a discussion of the rclotionship of the Proposal to the Company's operations and how the Proposal 
would impact day-to-day operations. The Board considered how complying with the Proposal, and 
patticulnrly its requirement to disclose actions the Company has taken or plans to take to improve 
detainee/inmate health, safety and security, would improve the health and safety of those entrusted into its 
care. The Board noted management's view that disclosing highly sensitive information regarding safety and 
security measures, as required by the Proposal, would likely have a negative impact on delainee/imnate 
health and safety because the public would have access to a report that highlighted opportunities to 
circumvent safety and security measures employed al Compauy facilities. Additionaily, the Hoard 
considered how lhe Proposal would impad the Company's current contracts, and how the Proposal would 
impact future contracts. The Board noted management's view that adopting Lhe Proposal woulu effe1,;lively 
prohibit it from prnvi<ling services to a numher of its ex isling governmental partners am.I impair its ability 
tq pursue other opp01iunities. It also noted management's view that, given the Company's line of business, 
it is necessary to maintain flexibility to quickly adapt operational strategies and priorities in response to, 
among other factors, shifting policies and regulations and the resulting needs of governmental agencies. 

The Board also took into consideration the actions of the Company's shareholders when determining 
v,1l1ether the Proposal transcends the Company's business. The Company values shareho lei er input, an<l seeks 
out such input through its shareholder engagement program. To address shareholder questions and 
concerns, the Company has regular communication with shareholders through quarterly earnings calls, 
investment community conferences, road shows, and other communication channels. The Board took notice 
that throughout all of the shareholder engagement events, only a handful of shardiultkrs ~:xpr\:ssc:d n 
concern regarding the health, safety and security ofthose entrusted into the Company's care. Moreover, the 
Company has not received any similar proposal for inclusion in previous proxy materials. 

After due consideration of the Company's business and the implications of the Proposal on the Company's 
business, the Board, acting in accordance with its fiduciary duties, determined that it had analyzed a 
sufficient amount of information to render a conclusion regarding the Proposal and its significance to the 
Company. Based on the foregoing and other considerations the Board deemed relevant, the Board 
determined that the Proposal does not transcend the Company's ordinary business operations, and fmther 
determined that the Proposal is not in the best interest of the Company and its stockholders. For all of the 
above reasons, the Proposal should be excluded from the 2020 Proxy Materials because it deals with a 
matter relating to the Company's ordinary business operations and does not transcend the Company's day
to-day business matters. 

I . 
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CONCLUSION 

Based upon the foregoing analysis, we respectfully request that the Staff concur that it will take no action 
if the Company excludes the Proposal from its 2020 Proxy Materials. 

We would be happy Lo provide you wilh any aJdiLional information and answer any questions that you may 
havt:: rt::garJing Lhis subjed. Cunespondence regarding this letter should be sent to eknox(a>,bassbeny.com. 
If we can be of any further assistance in this matter, please do not hesitate to call Eric J. Knox at 615-742-
7807. 

Enclosures 

cc: Cole Carler, CoreCivil:, Inc., General Counsel 
Jeffrey Lowenthal, Stroocl<: & Stroock & Lavan LLP 



Exhibit A 

(See attached Proposal) 



PRISON LEGAL NEWS 

www.prisonlcgalnews.org 

Please Reply To: 

December 4, 2019 

CoreCivic 
Attn: Secretary 
5501 Virginia Way, Suite 110 
Brentwood, TN 37027 

Dedicated to .Protecting Human Rights 

afriedmann@prisonlegalnews.org 

Direct Dial: 615-495-6568 
5331 Mt. View Rd. #130 
Antioch, TN 37013 

SENT VIA EMAIL AND 
U.S. POSTAL MAIL 

Re: Shareholder Proposal for 2020 Proxy Statement 

Dear Secretary: 

As a beneficial owner of common stock of CoreCivic, Inc. ("CoreCivic"), I am submitting the 
enclosed shareholder resolution for inclusion in Lhe proxy slalernenl fur CureCivil: ' s 2020 annual 
meeting of shareholders, in accordance with Rule 14a-8 of the General Rules and Regulations 
under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Act"). 

I am the beneficial owner of at least $2,000 in market value of CoreCivic common stock. I have 
held these securities for more than one year as of the date hereof and will continue to hold at 
least the requisite number of shares for a resolution through the date of the annual meeting of 
shareholders. I have enclosed a copy of a Proof of Ownership letter from TD Ameritrade. 

I or a representative will attend the annual meeting to move the resolution as required. 

Please communicate with my counsel, Jeffrey Lowenthal, Esq. of Stroock & Stroock & Lavan 
LLP, should you need any further information. If CoreCivic will attempt to exclude any portion of 
my proposal under Rule 14a-8, please advise my counsel of this intention within 14 days of your 
receipt of this proposal. Mr. Lowenthal may be reached by telephone at 212-806-5509, or by e-mail 
at j lowenthal@stroock.com. 

Alex Friedmann 

Enclosures 

PLN is a project of tlte Human Rights Defense Center 
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RESOLUTION 

RESOLVED: Stockholders of the Company (CoreCivic) request that beginning in 2020, 
the Board of Directors provide an annual written report to shareholders that includes at a 
minimum the following information, to the extent permitted by applicable laws and 
regulations in the jurisdiction where each death occmTed: 

1. The number of prisoners/detainees who died while housed at or assigned to the 
Company' s facilities during the previous calendar year; 

2. The name of each of the prisoners/detainees described in section 1, above; 

3. The date of death for each of the prisoners/detainees described in section 1, 
above; 

4. The name of the facility where each death of the prisoners/detainees described in 
section 1, above, occurred; 

5. When lrnown to the Company, the cause of death for each of the prisoners/ 
detainees described in section 1, above; and 

6. What actions the Company has taken or plans to take to reduce the number of 
deaths in its facilities. 

The annual reports described above shall be posted on the Company' s website to reduce 
costs to shareholders. 

Supporting Statement 

Deaths of prisoners and detainees are an unfortunate reality in both public and privately
operated detention facilities. Information regarding deaths in custody is typically a matter 
of public record. 

For example, Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) posts Death Detainee 
Reports on its website. 1 

However, such information is not always available from privately-operated prisons and 
detention facilities, including those operated by the Company. 

For example, in a report on prison mortality, the U.S. Department of Justice, Bureau of 
Justice Statistics noted that the mortality data for federal prisons "Excludes deaths in 
private facilities ."2 

1 https :/ /www.ice.gov/death-deta inee-report#wcm-survey-target-id 
2 https://www.bjs .gov/content/pub/pdf/msp0l l4st.pdf 



In a joint press release issued on July 10, 2019, the Human Rights Defense Center and No 
Exceptions Prison Collective reported there had been "twice as many homicides in the 
four Tennessee prisons operated by CoreCivic (formerly Corrections Corporation of 
America) than in prisons run by the Tennessee Department of Correction (TDOC). The 
homicide rate in CoreCivic facilities is over four times higher than the rate for TDOC 
prisons, based on population counts.''3 

From March 2014 through June 2019, ten prisoners were murdered at four CoreCivic 
facilities in Tennessee, while five prisoners were killed in state-run facilities during the 
same time period. 

A June 2015 article noted there had been 32 deaths at immigration detention facilities 
operated by the Company from 2004 to June 2015 , including at least seven suicides. 4 

More detainees have died at the Company' s Eloy Detention Center than at any other 
immigration detention facility in the United States. 5 

The Company has posted information on its website about one prisoner' s death, including 
name, location and details regarding the cause of death. 6 Thus, it should have the ability 
to do so for other prisoner and detainee deaths. 

The Company's Board and shareholders deserve transparent disclosure regarding deaths 
in the Company's facilities, and shareholders are urged to vote YES on this proposal. 

3 https :/ /www .prisonlegalnews.org/ in-the-news/2019/hrdc-no-exceptions-release-data-homicides-corecivic
prisons-tennessee/ 
4 https ://www .prison legal news .org/news/2015/ j un/20/32-deaths-cca-operated-imm igration-detention
fac il ities-incl ude- least-7-su icides/ 
5 https :/ /www. h ou ston chronic I e. com/news/h ouston-texas/h ouston/arti c I e/ lm mi grati on-detention-deaths
reach-the-h i gh est- 12494624. php 
6 http://www.corecivic.com/-temporary-slug-fl 46d3c6-8 I e0-4834-92f6-65aae75958aa 
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i!i] Ameritrade 

11/22/2019 

Alex Friedmann 
5331 MOUNT VIEW RD APT 130 
Antioch , TN 37013 

Re: Your TD Ameritrade Account Ending in 

Dear Alex Friedmann, 

Thank you for allowing me to assist you today. Pursuant to your request, this letter is to confirm that 
as of the date of this letter, Alex Friedmann held, and has held continuously since February 7, 
2015, 491 shares of CXW Corecivic Inc Com common stock (Cusip 21871N101) in his TD 
Ameritrade account ending in . The OTC clearinghouse number for TD Ameritrade is 0188. 

If we can be of any further assistance, please let us know. Just log in to your account and go to the 
Message Center to write us. You can also call Client Services at 800-669-3900. We're available 24 
hours a day, seven days a week. 

Sincerely , 

Ricardo Monteiro 
Resource Specialist 
TD Ameritrade 

This information is furnished as part of a general information service and TD Ameritrade shall not be liable for any damages 
arising out of any inaccuracy in the information. Because this information may differ from your TD Ameritrade monthly 
statement, you should rely only on the TD Ameritrade monthly statement as the official record of your TD Ameritrade 
account. 

Market volatility, volume , and system availability may delay account access and trade executions. 

TD Ameritrade, Inc., member FINRNSIPC ( www fjnra orlJ . www sjpc O[IJ \ TD Ameritrade is a trademark jointly owned by 
TD Ameritrade IP Company, Inc. and The Toronto-Dominion Bank.© 2015 TD Ameritrade IP Company, Inc. All rights 
reserved. Used with permission. 

200 S. I 08 th Ave, 
Omaha, NE 68 154 www.tdameritrade.com 
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